International Patient’s Admission Process

Direct Admission
- Through the Internet
  - Receiving Documents by the Site Expert or the IPD Expert if Needed by the Translator and then Reviewing of Documents
- In Person
  - Patient / Companion Guidance by the Doorkeeper and Introduction to the IPD Expert and, if Necessary, the Translator and Receiving and Reviewing of Documents

Admission through the Agent
- Approved Agent with IPD License
  - Sending Documents to the Hospital and IPD Expert
  - IPD Expert
    - Coordinating with the Translator to Receive Information and Files of Documents and ...
    - Is there enough evidence and documents?
      - NO
      - YES
        - IPD Expert
          - Referral to the Doctor and His Expert Opinion
          - According to the documents, is it possible for the patient to receive medical treatment and surgery?
            - NO
            - YES
              - Doctor
                - Complete the Patient Action Sheet
                - Financial Affairs
                  - Estimated Cost of the Duration of Stay and the Cost of Treatment and Surgery and Taking into Account the Possible Measures Required and Notifying the Agent
                  - Doctor
                    - Sending Information Related to Possible Complications and Alternative Therapies and Obtaining the Patient’s Informed Consent from
                    - Does the patient have the tendency to be treated under the aforementioned conditions?
                      - NO
                      - YES
                        - IPD Expert
                          - Coordinating with the Doctor Regarding the Time of Admission and Preparation and Determining the Time of the Patient's Presence in Hospital
                          - IPD Expert
                            - Coordinating with Admission Office to record Patient Information and Preparing File
                            - IPD Expert
                              - Informing the Translator - Coordinating the provision of Special Identification Bracelets for International Patients

Patient Admission in Coordination with IPD Expert - Agent and Admission Office

The End
- NO
  - INFORMING THE AGENT AND NOT ADMITTING THE PATIENT

NO
- INFORMING THE AGENT TO COMPLETE THE INFORMATION

YES